Run Report Run 2274.....Committee Run.....Chardons Corner
Hares ... Forex

and Ron the Bomb

What a bunch of pathetic wimps ! With the weather outlook cloudy and light
showers , a smaller than usual pack turned up . Not even the promise of some
free piss and food and the anticipation of Fem-Fresh wafting on the air and a
Southside venue could entice some from the comforts of home . We welcomed
two visitors , VIAGRA fron Kuching and TOWKAY ex Kuching .
Age induced lack of memory precludes me from describing the route of the run
in any detail but suffice to say we left the carpark went left then right followed by
some more lefts and rights , a couple of 360s and CBs . Not far into the run , the
Magnificent Dozen reduced to Eleven when TINKERBELLE went lame and
headed for home . CATGUT did his usual from a check and tried to anticipate
the trail only to come unstuck but meet up with the pack later on. FRTs BEST
and LESS , OPTUS and PUSSY (the running variety not the licking type) kept
the pace up with TURBO , SCRUFFY and PUSHUP holding the middle together
. Out of the murk appeared TINKERBELLE , lost his way trying to find home so
elected for the security of his mates , after all it was dark and scary out there .
Up and down some hills , some more lefts and rights and we were back at the
carpark and directed to the bar for the on-on . Shock , Horror , the special guests
had their tops on !! FOREX greeted the ice for organising a venue with windows
hence the overdressed helpers . Unanimously voted SOTW . As the night wore
on it appeared he might have done us a favour , especially the rear view of one
of them . The bar staff , especially the females , were totally amused by the
antics of the icings especially MEATIHORE wearing his Grandfather's version of
jocks . Piles of pizzas followed and thanks to the wimps all finished stuffed to the
eyeballs , Seagulls eat your hearts out .
Run Score........8
On On ........Take your pick , depending on whether your choice is what
you want or what you don't know/see won't hurt you.
ON ON .......BUGS

